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ELECTION DEBATE
Submit your questions to the
candidates at the SGA office in
Taylor 203 all day Monday!
iirrrrTi'Tiirm
Today, March 31 7:00-8:30 p.m in Taylor 405

DECISION 200U)ANDnMS' PLATFORMS
8QA will hold \t% annual spring Candidates for Vice President of
flection* on Tuenday. The office* of Student Affairs
President, Vive President of Student I—
~~| MaMory Micaticb:
Af/air*, Exvcutwe Treasurer, Student
^fl^^k
* Expand involvement of
f ^^^
class councils.
it it H' to the Hoard of Visitors
Organize SGA events
and Vice President of Administrative ^M* t ■ ffl . that< involve
the entire student
<if fairs are being contented
| body.
Candidates for President
Cbiawiti Rlnf:
• Increase visibility and
communication
between
SGA and other campus
organizations
• Promote diversity by
working with the Center
for Multicultural Student
Sen i. is, and start a Lifestyle
of the Month program to
share
experiences
with
students i)l diverse backgrounds.
• Make "No Turn on Red" signs around
campus effective only Monday through Friday.
• Create an SGA committee on environmental
sust.(inability
to
reflect
on
university
environmental policies
• Hold senators accountable by adding
structure to the recently passed "Senator Forum"
bill requiring SGA senators to hold open forums
with their POngtHoCDCy, making senators more
visible to the student body.
Larson Tfcuna:
•
Increase
student
involvement
in
campus
organizations
as
the
university
expands
by
working with the Office of
Residence Life and Student
Organizational Services.
• Help the university lead
safe and healthy lifestyles
by adding blue lights to offcampus location* because most limel> notices
occur off campus and make STD testing more
readily available.
• Cut down on traffic congestion by working
with Harrisonburg Department of
Public
Transportation to increase the JMU busing
budget, encourage carpooling with HOY* lots and
add more bike racks on campus.
• Ensure students receive correct and
consistent information from their major
advisers.

•
Organize
events
I concerning the presidential
^^—"
I elections this fall.
BBB BB H BBB B
^ * ^
^ *
spaces
on
the commons for organizations to distribute
handbills
• Work with the 16 class council officers to
develop better leaders for the student body.
• Re-evaluate senate structure to allow senators
to better represent students.
Candat* Avaloi;
Increase
VPSA
communication
with
the
student body by creating a
number of forums for students
to communicate such as an
online comment box.
■ Raise awareness about
the "Madison Milestones"
program by creating a Web
site to view records and
organize more record-breaking events.
• Decrease admissions prices to events tor those
who donate shirts for the class council philanthrope
project collecting shirts for local Harrisonhnrg
shelteis
• Increase s<;\ visibility by hosting more
commons days.

Candidates for Executive Treasurer
Tora Rife:
• Work with Card Services
to lower cost of replacing lost
JAC Cards and increasing the
nuinl)er of businesses that
accept FLEX.
• Increase the percentage
of student fees that go to
campus organizations and
adding to the Club House
Negotiate
lower
advertising costs in The Breeze for campus
organizations
■ Establish a Treasurer's Council to publicize to
organizations how to receive funds.

Paraa Pirikh:
• Provide student organizations with
publications of the budget.
• Inform students on how to receive funds
and how best to utilize them.
• Ensure funds are used to benefit the entire
student body.
• Promote on-campus social events such as a
college prom.
• Reduce the high cost of meals in dining
halls and increase the number of dining options
available on weekends. (Photo unavailable)

Candidates for Student
Representative to the BOV
MarUy Green:
• Work with the Board
to advance the Green Fund,
which won overwhelming
student support last spring,
by investigating the use of
renewable resources such as
solar or wind power.
• build a Sustainability
Center out
of recycled
materials as a center for
education on sustainability.
• Narrow the gap between students and their
representatives by holding monthly forums.
• Find a solution for problems created by Title
IX which cut several athletic programs in 2006.
as many athletes still need university support to
compete at the highest levels.
SUphany Hanoa,:
• Advocate for a grcenei
campus by increasing the
number of recycle bins <>II
campus, saving energy by
turning off the stadium
scoreboard at night and
creating a volunteer group
to heip clean Newman
Lake.
•
Increase
student
parking on campus and investigate if meter
times need to be expanded in certain areas.
• Work with Dining Services to increase the
value of the punch and offer more vegetarian
and vegan options.
• Increase safety with more blue lights
on campus and bus service to Highlawn and
Downtown Han isonluirg to avoid drunken
driving.
• Increase student academic success by
1 nc leasing the time bet ween classes and creating
online midterm professor evaluations.

Alex Plunfcaft:
• Increase student awareness about the role
and actions of the Board of Visitors
• Inform the student body of decisions mule
in tniard meetings through online updates and on
campus awareness raising
• Raise student concerns to the board. (Photo
unavailable)
Fred Rote:
• Advocate lor more busing
hours and a third lutercatnpus
shuttle route to operate
between 6 p.m. and i" p.m.
e^X*^» fl
• Advocate for a new
parking deck on the ISAT skle
of campus.
Work
with
Dining
Services to increase the amount
of a punch, double punch on
Fridays and creating guest punches
• Make free blucbooks available to shul.
needed by the course.
• Establish studciit-hisid men tois lor (-\ci> major.
•Inform students on possible board decisions to
allow student feedback before the decision is made
• Create a Student Advison Council to meet
monthly to talk about student concerns

Candidate for Vice President of
Administrative Affairs
DanUI J. Stana

MaiWiiiOi

More
blue
lights,
■pecmcaU) in parking lots
mm mans coininuteis .md
resident- are
susceptible
Hettei Hghting throughout
campus.
• Require ad\iscrs to
send students two B mails
per semi-slcr highlighting (a)
their office, (b) their office hours, (c) what tin \ CM
do to help while at JMU and (d) how me) can help
students prepare to leave JMU.
• It's time to voice student and facultv COOCenH
to the administration about the growth rate of .IMC
It has caused severe head, u lies that lead to problems
with (a) parking, (b) crowded claWrOOmt, and (c)
crowded dining lulls
• A fence similar to the one on the hi idp-leading
to ISAT on the Port Republic Rd bridge
• Work with VDOT and Harrisonburg
Department of Public Transportation to retime the
lights on Port Republic.
• Organize a "Cleanup JMC Day" with various
groups on campus

pUm * (AIOUM Mm/ttH pr***^

Old Town Harrisonburg joins other Virginian historic districts
BY JOHN SUmit
iteHwrMr
Harrisonburg houses are filled with more
than just families, students or retirees. Some have
history dating back to 1H50 and are resurfacing
with fresh faces thanks to their owners.
After three failed attempts, Harrisonburg
Old Town District gained a place in the National
Register of Historic Places. Historic District and
the Virginia Landmarks Register Historic District
This was a community wide endeavor and
there was a great deal of support and hard work
from Harrisonburg Downtown Renaissance
and many property owners from the Old Town
neighl>ornood," said Sarah Edwards, founder
and vice president for the Shenandoah Historic
Restoration Alliance.
The Old Town District is located between
Cantrell Avenue and Newman Avenue and then
running between Mason Street and Ott Street.
Unlike the historic downtown district formed
in 2005 that contains many of the commercial
buildings in Harrisonburg, the Old Town Hist net
contains strictly residential houses.
When surveying the area and interacting with
local residents Edwards was impressed with the
JMU students' genuine interest in the preservation
and restoration of the rental properties they live in

"In my six years of working as ,1 preservation
consultant, I have newr seen so much interest in mi
the college age group," Edwards said. "I think that
is a good relied ion of the students at JMC and how
much the\ actually tare about what is going on in
II iirisonburg."
JMU students and Harrisonburg residents
alike wanted recognition.
The fact that college students, young
professionals, baby boomers, and senior citizens
are all living harmoniously in the district helps
to promote continued growth anil development
while instilling interest in historic preservation in
future generations." Edwards said
I ildie Bumbaugh, Executive Director of
I larrisonburg Downtown Renaissance, said that all
the houses have some form of similar architectural
design and all the homes are at least 50 yeai - ■ ■ 1.t
"They appear to have been const rue ted in a 100
year period from 1850-1950," Bumbaugh said.
There is a wide range of arehiteeliu.il
designs of the homes ranging from Colonial
Revival. Queen Anne, bungalow. Bauhaus. Tudor
Revival, Spanish Colonial Revival, to the modern
Ranch bouse.
Edwards added that many of the homes were
created with local materials such as Virginia brick
fMHKTu»Cpuji4

WTMal 1 ^ BtffNajra.
The Mown Home ol 570 Mown St mv, botlt in 1916 and h (imtnlty owned by Yohno Cone, dwedot of human tesourcn at JMU
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MISSION
The llree/e. the student tun newspaper of James Mutlison University, serves student
and faculty readership hy reporting news involving the campus and Seal community.
The Breexe strives to he impartial and fair in its reporting and firmly believes in its First
Amendment rights.
The Breeze Is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout .lames Madison University and the local Harrisonburg community.
Comments and complaints should he addressed to Mary Frames Czarsty, editor.

TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Is Giving Away $100 CASH!!!
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CLASSIFIEDS

1

How to place a classified:
— Go to www.thebreeze.org and click on the classified link or come into the office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
— Cost: $5 for the first 10 words, $3 for each additional 10 words; boxed classified, $10 per column inch.
— Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue.
— Classifieds must be paid in advance in 77ie Breeze office.

POLICE LOG
BY COUEEN MCCAKROHAopy niitw

'. ill of our dknrn tnds are grated by an on sfajj 61 \ I Hamond GraduaH
Visit us at "■> S (i m, i Square Harrisonburg or tani mcbontjeuielrt am

Property damage

Boston Beanerv

Don't Forget...

HEM UKWI •
.1 I \\ KKN
Gel the Boston flavor down south.

25

Harnsunburg, VA 22801
540 133 1870

Larceny

Mention this ad & receive...

A JMU student reported the theft of a black banner saying "Take the Pulse" valued at $158.

%OFF

1625 East Market St

A JMU employee reported paint damage to a vehicle by a sharp object in the Champions
Drive Parking Deck on March 18.

\

any sandwich, salad or entree
with purchase of a beverage
with JAC Card
Not valid with any other promotion.

A JMU employee reported the theft of the menu board located outside of Top Dog Cafe
valued at $800.
Two JMU students reported the theft of two Trek bicycles located outside of Converse Hall
valued at $2,150.
Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 27: 90
Number of drunk in publics at this time last year: 65

080331B

JOIN US FOR THE
FIRST TOURNAMENT
(j
OF THE SEASON ON
> Call 540-269-8188
APR,L 19th 2008,
TO
RESERVE A SPOT NOW
' A|j|
IwnwCnVCHir-U
NUW. ^
JEE QFF g „.„„

www.packsaadle.net
delicious box lunch & drink
included

ELECT

Student Rep. to the
Board of Visitors

$40/person or
@PACKSADDLE $140/foursome

IDGE

with pre-registration
44

MnfaMiki&MtifaWWilMMMkM

Wednesday 2nd Proverbial - Local Favorite Rock Band
(18&UpShow)

Thursday 3rd Laugh-and-a-Half Presents:
Comedy Night at The Pub!

The One to Pick

99

www.fred-rose.com
Elections take place on
April 2nd and 3rd
on the SGA website
YOUR- issues I will work for;
Improve Student Advising Programs

Friday 4th Burning Bridges - Variety at its Best

Creation of Guest Punches with Meal Plans
Saturday 5th Mia Jones and No Luv- Country Night

Coming Thursday 10th
ZoSo
Led Zepplin's Best Tribute Band!
dothepub.com

Establish a Student Advisory Council
I am responsible, approachable, and
will represent YOUR student voice!

Editor: Ashley Hopkins

JA/ew
ew6

Editor: Koleigh Moher
breezenews@thebreeze.org
(540) 568-8041
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Cultures fuse together for diverse show
BY ANTHONY B00H
(ontributtng writer

UMUtftH |i pMiptjIw
JMU's beakdanu dub performs al the Intetnalionol Student Association's 'Culture Fusion" show on Saturday. March ?9 This marked the sixth time that ISA has sponsored the show
each time adding a varied orroy of performances so that every show is different There was music, dancing and poetry readings from several of JMU's student organizations.

It was nearly 9 p.m. when junior Julie Gaven took the stage
in the Wilson Hall Saturday. The
metallic soles and heels of her
clogging shoes slapped the stage
tloor in a frenzy of steps, stops
and shuffles that demonstrated,
along with a variety of other cultural exhibitions that night, the
ethnic diversity that may at times
seem veiled at JMU.
"(Clogging] is an international mix, which makes it very
American," said Gaven, who
would later lead fellow performers and many members of the
audience in a basic clogging routine on stage.
The dance was a fitting end
to "Cultural Fusion," the sixth
annual culture show sponsored
by the International Student Association. Tne show displayed
a medley of performances to attendees, including modern Indian and African dancing, Tai
Chi, sitar instru mentals, a Belly
dance/hip hop performance and
poetry readings ranging from the
Beatnik generation to more contemporary perspectives.
"We're trying to show the audience the world in one night,"
said sophomore Pratik Banjade,
ISA Vice President. That's what
is most exciting."
Wilson Hall's auditorium was
nearly hill.

Senior Reetika Sethi, ISA
President, and Banjade welcomed the audience and introduced a brief video that interviewed a variety of students,
faculty and JMU employees
about what diversity means to
them. The> served as Masters of
Ceremony throughout the night,
introducing the various sets, except when Banjade participated
in a mixed BoBvwood traditional
and modern dance, which is a
high-energy dance that combines
the traditional, modern and Indian folk dance forms.
"I love when they did the
"Crank Tnat' [segment 1 and
the guy in the superman cape
jumped off the stage,* said sophomore Adele Smith in regards to
the Indian dance Banjade participated in.
This year ISA tried to bring
more acts to its show to change
the standard from its last show.
"There's a lot more diversity
compared to last year's show,"
Sethi said. "We have a lot of different acts here which makes it a
lot of fun."
Among the changes from last
year's "Mosaic of Colors," which
focused more on India, is the incorporation of student organizations like the Vietnamese Student
Association, African Student Organization, JMU Brcakdancc
Club and the Word is Born Poets
see SHOW, HflH

Heart beats for helping less fortunate
dors. "Ski JMU will be the lenders and then on the Web site
we can pick a specific person or
business in help."
Kn.inrx allows lenders to
keep track of how the entrepreneurs' small businesses are
growing. Then lenders are repaid the donated money within
months, allowing the lenders
to withdraw the money or lend
again.
So the money will be recycled over and over again,"
Lampton said.
The idea behind Take the
Pulse originated from Lampton.
as he hrainstormed fresh ideas
to do community service with
ins brother.
I he phrase (Take the Pulse]
is catchy, yet vague." Limpton
s.iid. So although it needs to be

BYAIMEEHUYNH

Despite e\er\unr's differenees. we .ill share a common
heartbeat. This is the theme
of the first inaugural Take the
Pulse benefit concert TlMtdl)
night at Grafton-Stovall Theat n
brought together by the Community Sen ire committee of
Student Amluissadors and Amnesty International The benefit
concert will help entrepreneurs
in the developing world through
K]\.i.org.
KftfeOfJ It I non-profit organ teat inn thai "gives resources
to entrepreneurs to start luisiMMH," Mid sophomore Danny
Lampion, a member of Student
Ambassadors.
The organization aims to
help poverty-stricken countries
through the Web site.
"The mone\ made at the
event will 1H' loaned to | specific
entrepreneur in a developing
OOtUttQ with the goal of empowering them out of poverty 1
said senior Lauren Backcnstose,
a member of Student Ambassa-

marketed 1 lot it fob people'*
curiosity."
The performances taking
place include Secret Ninja Death
Squad, Dear Dear. Wild Animal
Party, The Avenue, Josh Vana.
New & Improv'd and Mozaic
DiAOi Anuaatj International
united Georgetown law grad-

Fraternity raises funds
for local organization
BYAMIENNEHAOEN
contributinf writer
Pi Kappa Alpha tiatermh is
eager to kick off its first philanduopj event with all proccedt
going to Big Brothers^ Big Sii
ters. The fundraiser starts \|un
day on the luminous and con
tmues throughout the week at I
number of contributing vendors
around Harrisonlmrg
Although MUtS is not PIKE s
national philanthropv. (he fraternit> sought to target an organization vUbk in the community where its endea\ois WOOU
not onl> benefit i worth) cauee,
hut serve as an enjoyable and
purposeful opportunity fof ill
who participate.
\\< obviOttd} (onsuler IDA
philanthropic efibrtj beneficial, but when \ou can see the

\s\
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uate Ryan Woodward from
TransFair Trade to be the keynote speaker.
Woodward will be speaking about the idea behind fair
trade versus free trade, while
supplementing with his own
experiences with helpingsmall
farmers in Gambia, said senior
Michael Zanchelli, a member
of Amnesty International.
"What is great about Take
the Pulse is all the money
will get recycled/ laM junior Jackie Southee, New and
Improv'd business manager.
"It's the event that keeps on
giving, and we're so happy to
contribute by entertaining all
the people that come to support Kiva.org."
Artisans' Hope, a fair trade
retail store located about three
miles north of JMU, will be in
attendance presenting information about fair trade. They
will be displaying and selling
some of their products while
spreading the word about fair
trade and its importance.

\V

Support Entrepreneurs in the Developing World
The Cir.nu.ily Service (•■■itlie .1 Sled.nl Anb.isod.n old Ara.iily l.ler.tliea.1

b.|*« by MOW MUMm
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R0TC unaffected by national drop-off
BY IV1N PAGE
contributing writer

results in VOW own community,
it makes it even more rewarding,' said ( hnstopher l:tsualdi
IMKI. president. "We are really
just looking to raise as much as
poeatble fol KIMS. The name or
social recognition that comes
along with that is secondary for
US."

All. i taking on the |>ositioii
M PlKB'l president. Gesualdi,
along with other memberi of the
fraternity wai dodioilod to creating a new philanthropy with a
meaningful purpose.
Before this semester, Gesualdi set up a multiple committee
s\s|em within his rhapter where
certain members would focus on
certain obiettives. including a
philanthropy/fundraising committee, headed by Jon Noel and
Andrew Walsworth.
ttt MS, i«fe 4
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JMU s R0K march in formation during a leadership lab outside Eagki Hall JMU pre
duces ?S to 30 officers every year, despite the decline in enrollment lor R0IC nationwide.
Numbers hove fluctuated since the Sept II attacks, but ore now steadily rising

Creator of education
concept to speak

President of Eastern
Mennonlte to speak

Poet to dramatize
Langston Hughes work

When: April 7,1 p.m.
Where: DukeHoli 740
Who): W. Dwoine Crew, who
introduced Hie concept of
disciplinebosed ort education in
the Itofc, presents'Five Ideas
from Five Decodes Refledions on
50 Yeors of Lived Art Education
History;' free

When April 7. 6 30 pm
Where: Wor Memorial Auditorium.
Memorial Hall
What Or. Myron S Augsbutoer.
president emeritus of EMU,
Clients 0 lecture on Christian
ith and history sponsored by the
Mohatma Gandhi (enter for Global
Nonviolence free.

Whin: April 3,4 pm.
Where: Memoriol Hall
What Poet and writer David
Mills presents dramatic
reodings from the works of
langston Hughes including the poems "Dream
Variations' and 'Mother la
Se»;'frH.

CXI

Despite the present armed
conflict in Iraq and Afghanistan, recruits have continued
to sign-up for the program and
not just because of the accessibility of scholarship money.
Junior Sean Fitzgerald is
one of the 95 uniformed cadets
in the JMU Reserve Officer
Training Corps Battalion and
one of those that signed his life
away to the U.S. Army for the
next eight years. These cadets
hope to become commissioned
Army officers after graduation.
"I think our generation
gives a lot of hope to America,"
Fitzgerald said. "1 think our
generation is different from
past generations...they want to
make a difference.'
According to scholarship
and enrollment officer Army

Cap!. Lesley Kipling, a 1990
JMU graduate and alumna of
the battalion, there was significant growth in the program
between 2000 and 2005.
Many of the cadets come
from military families, so they
know the military, according to
Kipling.
The military is esscntijllv
all Darlene Carter knows. Carter is breaking the Air Force tradition by joining the Army, hut
she wants to pursue an aviation
career like her father, a retired
Air Force officer, and brother,
an Air Force Academy graduate currently in pilot training
"I want to take an activepart in the fight...combat support is just as important, but I
want to be on the front hiuv
Carter said. "I can't sit back
and watch people give their
lives. I value all of the same
see I0TC p.). 4

First Minister of
Scotland visit. UVA

Chuck Norrls named
commencement speaker

Junior given $30,000
scholarship

Th. Firs) Minister of Scotland,
the flight Honorable Alei
Salmond, will deliver a key
not. address an April 1 about
Scottish independence. The
speech colled "Scotlond and
Amenta Lessons ham the
land of Jefferson' will be in
th. Rotimd. at 7 p ra; he.

Acloc Chuck Norm ii the 7008 com
nuncement speaker at liberty University, os announced to the tttretnt
body by Jerry FarweR Jr lost week
Norm is most popularly known for
his hit series "Walker, Texas longer'
and far the karat, school he huh
after the wd of his show. Ukerty's
graduation is May 10

Junior Katie Boll was named the
7006 Truman Scholar, making her
th. eleventh student in school history
to receive th. award Thescholor
ship gives $30,000 for the student
la complete gradual, work in public
sank., tell was one of 6S Rnolists
selected after narrowing dawn 0 held
of 595 Memoes

od
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SHOW: Cultures combine for a variety of performances
SHOW, front pip 3
S-KI.'tV.
"Our goal next year is to get as many student organizations involved to further broaden the show's cultural scope." Kanjade said.
Most of the competing groups were ready
10 perform and show off their different talents.
"I ne majority of people are in the shadows." said Raphael Villacrusis, former president of the JMU Breakdance Club who participated in both the breakdancing and Bhangra
dance sets. "Any cultural show I'm excited
about; they're here to break those stereoA Kurdish fashion show, a Capoeira act
and an Irish violin performance featuring a
mixture of Scottish and Irish songs were also
new installments to the program.
"I loved the Kurdish fashion show." said
sophomore EJyse Ritter. "The costumes were
amazing"
Ardalan Mahm<x>d. Jeyhun Veliyev and
two other students displayed the colorful
skirts, baggy pants and blouses that are traditional Kurdish attire.
WhflB junior Biruk Haregu was asked
what he liked most about the show, his an>u<i wii* simple.
It was everything: the variety, the mixture."

(tfOUKOMVtfrfu
Abovf k Bhangra dance, an intoxicating Mian donee that originated ** rNinjob province is perform*) brmini a losti of Insai rt JMU. The dome wo. perfroawd by the JMU Bhongra Dance Group Top
Right fklectic a ounce grout within the Afrkn Student Organization porfonm Bottom Right Heertl IhtWe ptrforrm HUM Hwa. t stag sot to Iroarhonol Indian music that n stt to Urdu Poetry.

Educational privacy laws
clarified for students
BY. LAURA HOFFMAN
(arolier Doily
Prompted by the shootings
at Virginia Tech last year, the
U.S. Department of Education

has proposed clarifications for
I law pertaining to the rtltJi
of private student information.
l-'.dncation Department Bpofcca
pei s< m Jim Bradshaw said.
"It's a way to make crystal
clear that schools can release
certain education records on a
student who might be a thir.tt
to him or herself or others,"
Ili.nUliawsaid.
Published Monday in the
Federal Register, the proposed
amendment explicitly addresses
when schools can release information in accordance with the
1974 Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act, Bradshaw said.
Under a health and safety exception of the law that is currently in place, Bradshaw said.

OLD TOWN: Financial incentives
to keep homes historical

institutions can release inform.ition to parents and to health
and law enforcement officials if
it can be shown that the student
i> a threat to himself or others.
Under
FERPA.
"schools
have always been able to release information [to parents]
if the child is listed as dependent on tax reforms," Bradshaw
said, noting, however, there was
still some "confusion over what
schools could and could not release."
The department is currently receiving feedback from
the public about the proposed
regulations, Bradshaw said, and
will publish the final version of
them, which will have the force
of law, in the fall.
Russell Federman. University of Virginia director of counseling and psychological services, declined to comment on the
proposed changes.

Write for The Breeze!
breezenews@gmail.com

010 TOWN, from hint
and Milestone, which adds a cohesive feature to the homes.
The district Is significant because it reflects how the
Shenandoah Valley embraced the trends in architecture and
stvles from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.' Edwards
said.
One of the biggest reasons for registering Old Town was for
the economic benefits for resident* lm.iu.se tamWahie increases
if the area is recognized as a National Historic District
I A en though property owners are free to remodel their
property to their liking, there are significant tax incentives to
keep the homes in the same historical architectural design.
Edwards said that with state and federal tax credits people
could benefit from 45 percent in tax credits for significant
rehabilitation to their homes.
"Many neighborhoods already have a strong community
spirit and a desire to preserve the appearance of the district
even before the district was listed."

PULSE: Organization believes in
people rather than money

BB8S: Donating time is rewarding
msftwwf.3
The committee spent the majority of the semester hntinstorming
an all-encompassing philanthropy week involving |iercentage
nights at Bluster's and Bourbon
Street, sporting tournaments
and a number of other activities
that will raise money for Harrisonburi/a local BBBS.
One specific activity called
"Cansom Ransom." held on J
p.m. Thursday, will involve Pike
"kidnapping" a volunteer member from each Greek chapter. In
order to "free" the member, their
respectful chapters must donate
a specified number of canned
goods, toys or a monetary contribution.
Pike has also been working with two students, Wayne
Moore and Colleen Hooker, who
chose to help promote the event
for their senior capstone class
and final project for Organizational Communication. Moore
and Hooker are both currently
involved in BBBS and thought

rUiy.homo.1t3
"Fair trade is an alternative way of doing business." said
Sara Brenneman. manager of Artisans' Hope. "The idea is that
everyone deserves the right to be treated with dignity and respect and deserves to be paid fairly for their work. Instead of
solely focusing on the bottom line, organizations participating in fair trade are focusing on the beginning step in getting
a product into their stores: the people who are making that
product."

DOWNTOWN STORE GOES UP IN FLAMES

their assistance would be a great
way to help out Pike and serve
I cause they both found important
"We hope that this event will
help spread the word about Pike
and about BBHS and how important and great it is to donate time
toward a great cause." Hooker
said. "We hope that people are
as excited as we are and will enjoy the week!"
KBBS is also looking forward
to the event and is grateful for
Pike and the promotional group
in their efforts to benefit itsorganitation. With a small staff and
tight budget. BBBS experiences
hardships in finding time and
support to organize fundraising
events.
"Having a group come in
dvaj us the recognition without
the demand." said Aaron Nussbaum. Fund Development Associate for BBBS. "Any time that
people want to hold a benefit for
ii- is great and much appreciated

ROTC: Battalion size
remains steady
MTC,frMptt3
things that the Army embodies:
honor, fntofrit). lervko, loyalty,
duty and selfless service. I want
to live my life according to those
values, in an organization that
values and promotes them."
Nationally, numbers have
wavered over the yean* since the
attacks on September II, aooi.
Since the wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq began, commissions
coining out of Army ROTC have
grown from 3,308 in 2001 to
4,408 in 2004 - an increase of
33.3 percent, according to an
article in The Washington Post.
This was short lived in 2005
when there was a 16 percent de• reasc in ABOTC enrollment.
JMU produces around 25 to
30 new officers ran fHU
JMU't award-winning program is ranked in the top five
percent of 273 AROTC programs
nationwide. The battalion has
earned distinguished awards

such as the MacArthur Award,
which recognizes the nation's
most outstanding battalions, u
well as individual Cadet Command awards for the past two
\ears
The program offers a large
variety of rwo-to four-year
scholarships for prospective cadets coming into the program
from high school. Upon receiving these scholarships, cadets
commit themselves to serve after they complete their undergraduate degree. Both Carter
and Fitzgerald will serve four
years active duty and four years
in the Army Reserve.
These cadets are aware of the
chance they will be deployed.
"Deployment is part of being
1 soldier nowadays...It is unfortunate that the evils of war are
sometimes necessary, but that's
what happens in an imperfect
world.'" Fitzgerald said. The
good must fight off the bad."
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Notes from an
incumbent
... and what to look for
when voting on the next
student representative
to the Board of Visitors
Elections ire here again. Time to
dodge the COUmani I" avoid being
bombarded by hopeful candidates, accept trinket voting bribes and open our
ears lo llii' Lirgelv unrealistic platforms
Of idealistic individuals claiming they
want to rerve TOO". (For some reason
vot' is ahvayi capttattnd. eo I thought
I'd follow suit).
Tin guilty. I did it. I've been one of
those kids bugging m\ peers to log on
to their computers and click my name.
I'm Stacy Puller, tbc current student
representative to tbe Board of Visitors.
For the past two years I have had the incredible opportuiiitv to be an advocate,
coordinator, liaison and the face that
represents the -indents of JlflJ in the
Board nl Visitors, and many other people <>tt campus (Mite represeul rrfvsfl
wtdenhlp from other university
dnguisbed quests in.iMU).
'iiir SKBOV fob is i <unniis one.
The only explicit duties are i) Submit
a quarterly report and 2) Attend hoard
meetings That's it. The rest is up to the
pemon who holdi the position Stephanie Genco mi In office the vssi l>efore
me. She is reallv the one to be credited
for tuning the position into one of activism Before her, the SKBOV was basicallv charges! with being the eyes and
enn tor the lw>ard
I1ie Board of VUlore l> the top go\eming body at JlfU. Me or she is in charge
of keeping the uperat inns nl theumversitv
Irgal and lx-neliei.il tn thr ( ummonwcalth.
'Hie student memlx-r does not have a vote,
but that does nut mean that he or she dmi I
matter; quite the opposite
IV -indent member has to be prepared to Itttidpnte questions the board
may have 10001 life on campus and stu
dent perceptions. They carefully consider nraea th.it the -indent member
bungs forward. I have always felt as
though the other board members, and
the administration have considered my
IdoM and opinions of equal importance
to am other board member.
This isn't nist tome Mutt job that allows the person who holds it to attend
tam \ dmnen and ekpnl even*. Than k
a significant amount oi res|K>iLsibilit>-. To
whom much is gfvi n. much is required.
So, how <k> you pick the liest candidate?

Look at the candidates' platforms.
but don't believe all the promises
When you're looking at a platform.
don't get hung up on how much it is offering to change campus Look M what this
person understands his or her role to be.
Will they be an advocate U ir issues thai are
leaiu rereted DO what the board does?
A couple of the candidates are offering
platform points that fall under the responsibilities of S<;.\ to address. Take it from
me, SCA and the SKBOV job shouldn't
IK- COnffaaed. SQA is m) well equipped
to handle issues with dining services, facilities management and traiis|x)rtation
The BOVdoesn't din-elIv deal with am ot
these issues. On the administrative side,
all of these things are the responsibility of
assistant vice presidents
None ot tin candidates have a realistic platform. I can tell you with too
percent certaint) all of the things they
daim tliev will do. will not all gel dOM
However, direction end vision are still
Important Don tins candidate have
i vision that will better the unrversfty
community?

Look at character
Dots ibis person have a demonstrated commitment to service? Does
this candidate ap|H\u to be someone
who will put energv Into advocating for
something fbl VOU that isii I DSttSSSJ iK
a passion for them'' Does this candidate
know how to worfc with all kinds of people, or nist his oi her circle ot friends?
Does lie or she understand the work
(low methods <>t the oniversity? will
this person have the guts to M) what is
important in board meetings or do they
seem timid? Is he or she charismatic
and polished enough tO get the right
kind ol attention' Is this person poised
enough to handle str- istuJ 01"» ■ nitrontational .situations gracefully? Does he or
she uiulerstaiid when to stand linn on
lanuei and when tOSVfSJ coat'
It has Ixvn inv dislinguisheil pleasure
to serve in this iole and to serve the student hodv; von have no idea how you have
changed tin lile I wish all the candidates
the ln-st. and look tni-ward to training the
new BRB0V Mv campaign pi.muse still
stands: I'm here lor you Just facebook
me Cheers.
StotI/ fuller b a aenior soononucs

niai'ir
For analysis of the candidates, platform points and mildly entetainkig
commentary visit the "JMU BOV
studrep" Facebook group.

Auf Wiedersehen
"Don't f— up."
Those were the parting words of the outgoing
cditoi in-chief last spring, before I officially gave
my mind, body and soul up to this paper In exchange for long hours and a small paycheck.
All in all, I'd like to think I didn't. Despite being hated by almost every group on campus at one
another (which, to be honest, always gives
me a little thrill), in my opinion, this is the best
place to work on campus.
I'm leaving college with a useful set of skills I
would have never earned in a classroom. Working for any newspaper, you get an inside look at
events and the people you're covering. Sometimes,
it's not pretty - I watched the Title IX charade last
spring, when the Board of Visitors spent an entire
&-tv pretending to listen to students and parents
protest the elimination of to varsity sports, only
to read from a typed statement at the meeting's ti
nalc informing them that no compromise would
be made.
I sat in on another BOV session last spring
and witnessed the member in charge of on-campus student life ask what a JAC Card was. And as
tar as getting any information from the university
higher-ups. I can tell vou this: all mads lead to Don
I watched as the Student Government Association and Brandon Bicksl self-imploded over his
plagiarized campaign platform fiasco, giving me
m\ first taste of media-government relations.
I met Desmond Tutu, Ehud Olmert, Cornel
West and Julian Bond. I managed a staff of la editors with Evan, my managing editor without whom
I would have died, and am no longer intimidated
to call Unwood Rose's office.
I'm a little relieved to no longer have to deal
with some things that go with a student newspaper - the writers who have never written before,
the inability of JMU students to comprehend that
news, not functions to "raise awareness"
about whatever the cause of the day is, people who
insist The Breeze blows and yet forget that we are
full-time students working a full-time job — but
1 know I'm going to miss those phone calls from
Evan, informing me of the latest news that came
across the scanner he's always sporting on his hip.
So to my protege, Tim Chapman, I say: Don't
f— up. And raise hell. That's what we're here for.
Mary Frances Czarsty
eoVfor-m-Wiie/

Life is all about change, old friend
It's all come down to this. For tbe past four
years I've done everything I can to make this publication in your hands today a bit better than it was
before I've served my time here as a photographer,
photo editor and managing editor.
I'm a photojournaUst at heart and I've seen
everything from shootings and car accidents to
the joy of graduation. I've been to more sporting
events than I can count and have learned the wonders of waterproofing a camera during a torrential
downpour. I've been frisked by the secret service
and have stood in the same room as the President
ui the United. States. I've been assaulted while trying to capture meaningful storytelling images and
I've also been hugged by those who I've been able
to help with an image.
Through the years I've had the privilege of
working with some amazing people. Some have
gone on to bigger and better things and some
still have some more time here at JMU. I'd like
to thank the wonderful SMAD professors for all
their knowledge and guidance over the years and
my girlfriend. Sarah, for putting up with me all the
times that I've run out the door to cover breaking
news. I couldn't do it without her support
I've put so much effort into this publication
that sometimes Its difficult to think about what
III do when it's finally over. There have been many
times that staying here until all hours of the night

Submit I'arts & Pat* online at thebreeze.org
or e-mail to hrce/edp«i Hotmail.coin. Darts &
Pats are submitted anonymously and are printed
on a space-ai-ailable basis. Submissions are
basetl upon one person's opinion of a given
situation, person or event, and do not necessarily rejUvt the truth.

A "get-your-own-food" dart to the Hot Pocket
bandits whosnuck into our house Saturday night for
some late night munchies
From three brotvoli-cheese lovers who will now
lock thkr ttaars but leave bread crumbs outside in
case you decide to come around again.

has left me physically and mentally exhausted, but
I wouldn't trade it for the world.
Whatever you do at JMU or after graduation,
give it everything you can. You won't regret it later.
Evan Dyson
managing editor

Roses are red, violets are blue...
Matt McGotern, we're going to miss you
On our first day of Breeze training, while teaching us how to place photos on pages, our predecessor Rachana Dixit spun around in her seAt and ver
bally accosted former sports editor Brian Hanscn
for a comment he made with a stream of profanities so inventive our jaws collectively dropped.
The duo bickered back and forth without missing a beat. The fight lasted for about three minutes
before they turned to their respective desks and
Rachana explained to us that the news and sports
sections have a long-standing tradition of fighting.
Not ones to turn our backs on tradition, we
tried to keep the feud going. We tried to come up
with uiMilt.s and OOflM backs worthy ol Dominic
and Rachana's legacies, but we quickly realized
we would never be able to keep the grudge going
- and not because our vocabularies aren't colorful enough nor our metaphors rich enough... it was
because of a certain assistant sports editor.
To some he may be overlooked at first glance,
moat people immediately notice the more vocal
and aggressive half of the sports section, who could
have easily provoked the news/sports rivalry and
turned it into a war of epic proportion. But, we
were drawn to strong and silent man of mystery.
Besides, we knew the sports editor's heart belonged
to another.
Like | white knight, dressed entirely in white,
he gallantly strode in to the newsroom and stayed
the last hope of animosity toward sports that resided in our hearts, replacing it with burning desire.
Our love affair with Matthew David McGovern
was unavoidable. And even though no one predicted it on the trident cliArt. he won us over with his
cunning headlines and creative leads.
We tried (subtly) to make our affections known.
But come Valentine's Day we could stay silent no
longer. We decorated his desk from ceiling to floor
with shiny red hearts, streamers, balloons, confetti
and candy in traditional pink and red for the holiday. We're not sure if he ever knew it was us, but if
he dkl he never let on. We wouldn't be surprised if
he figured it out. it takes a man of genius to use his
laptop as an il'od while walking down Port Republic
Road.
Between his brains and his brawn, we're beaten. Our beating hearts belong to our beloved. Will
you go to the formal with us?
Love,
Kaleigh Matter k Ashley Hopkins
fines Cotton

it a Time." Members of this group Are also
prominent in distinguished organizations such as
MMl Rules Because Our Beer Is Free.' "JMU: We
pregame like you party" and last, but not least, the
good brothers of the "Delta Chi Fraternity."
Comments in the group range from digs at our
news section's apparently "biased" headlines and
reporting to those who s|M'nd their days circling
our grammatical errors. This hurts us. Why, you
ask? Well, the little known copy section is responsible lot editing the pai*T for both style and grammar. Therefore, these digs wound us to the very
core. We spend the majority of our Wednesdays
and Sundays poring over important articles about
campus organization* doing revolutionary things
to raise awareness for certain devastating diseases and reviews of avant-garde art exhibits and
groundbreaking Theatre II slums Ami to think,
we do this for the love of editing U well as for below minimum wage per hour. We are truly martyrs
for the editorial cause.
1nerefore, we. beseech you. on the behalf of next
hepideditors please U nice Instead. MQQ
don't you do something different? Think outside of
the box instead of putting on another $K tor your
sorority, write i letter to the editor and really stick
K to us or simply e-mail us and start writing for
Tl\e Breeze, if ym feel that strongly ubout our content, bea part of it!
And for God's sake, get the hell off Facebook.
Bear hugs and sloppy lasses,
Kelly Conniff & Shelly Neel
copy editors

You've seen the work, now see the artists
Over the past severe
have all. without exception, enjoyed the art work of The Breeze.
Blade you laugh, we've made you smile and
throughout all thai we've maintain our modesty.
That's because we rock at what we do. Whether the
article required an illustration implying fellatio or
a fake ID, we accomplished it, and we're finishing
on top (that's what she said).
We know that may be hard to handle, but we're
the Art Department: we make it graphic. We've
created RMMi KM you, and made your mouths water with pictures of delicious cookies. You've seen
our names everywhere, but rarely our faces. We
are The Art Corner, and we run this joint! No matter how hard it was, we worked until everyone was
i (she said that too!).
So keep enjoying the inappropriate clip art that
we produce and the deviant nature of our "photo illustrations. " We promise that ire wool quit, even
when we're in the real world (that's what she said...
again?)
So long,
Aaron Stewart & the infamous Lauren Pack
pftofu editor Sc or/ director

Dear everyone who doesn't read The
Breeze but still picks it up for the Sudoku,
We are - well, were — the most important people who worked at The Breeze during the 2007-08
school year. Why, you ask? One word: Sudoku. Yes
indeed, we are the brilliant minds that are responsible for downloading and placing the Sudoku and
crossword puzzles on the page. You can stop applauding now, we know and understand why you're
so grateful to us. To put it quite simply, we're the
reason that you survived that pesky philosophy
class at 8 a.m. on Mondays. We're also responsible
for typing up the police log, which means, yes, we
get to see who gets arrested and that's pretty cool.
Don't worry, we won't rat you out to your mom
for getting written up for sending threatening text
messages at 8 p.m. on a Wednesday (true story).
But enough about us. let's talk about you. We've
heard that you have some beef with us. A little
bird told us that there might be a Facebook group
called "The Breeze: Making Students Dumber One

An "are-we-in-Europe?" dart to every JMU student
who walks into Carrier Library on the wrong side.
From a junior who wants to know when our
society abandoned the idea of staying to the right.

A"this-one-is-for-v<ni Mutf pat to I eertain
sophomore girl whose dream i- to IK- recognized in
the Darts & Pats feature
From your future housemate who hopes this
will be framed and put up to decorate our apartnient next year.

A"thanks-for-having-my-best-interests-in
mind" dart to the bookstore for buying back my
unopened book at 25 percent of cost and then
probably selling it for too percent
From a broke student who now pOtfl only to
University Outpost.

A "Centennial -Speaker "dart lor their choice of the
t e11tei11n.1l t lass commencement sjieaker.
From an atH/ry senior »•/»» exTMOfd the loom year
ofhistoni t.i "nun mom than a $2 million donation

A "keep-religiously-wearing-the-spandex-andUggs" pat to a large number of JMU girls.
From the male gender, who wants yim to know
they appreciate it.

A "go-bananas'pat to a current MiA candidate and
her campaign staff foi making im da) with then cute
siogan
Prom a tophomon who wishes you the best

A ""Good-Day-Sunshine" pat to the sun for coming out in the spring to warm us up.
Frtmi a sophomore who was tired of the dreary
winter weather

A"wa>-to stav classy "dart to the girls who walked
behind me gossiping with the ten nitv < »t a tabloid.
Prom a lopnontorapriu umodDtsnl think anyone else needs to hoar about uouroordid happen
ings or your (apparently) hoot friend.

A "you-have-no-idea-what-you-just-lost" dart to
IHOP for firing a server who has been a favorite of
JMU students for the past 10 years.
From one of her many loyal customers who will
be following her to her new job.

A"thanks-for-working-with-me" pat to mj pro
(ess, i for not automatical tailing me.
From a sophomore guy who drtrnfted the btdl.
knows it and appreciates your understanding.
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The Ever Social-Darwin

By Chsrtss deGraaa. Kenny Lass, Jr. and Max Fisher

BATTLE OFTH6 S6X65
When mutual friends break up...
rrAij

When

jtAN

MADISON. WIs.

neighborhoods .u. In

On

Bsster Sunda) the wtr in
Ir.iq DMNd UK)I)WI ikWntlMJ
ni.iikri .is .i \JS, nkUa ID H,inhdad
became the ijoooth American roMasr killed in
the wai Trie bombing came In .< rite <>t new \i<>lenoa after raonthi "i relative calm. (>MT the past
months, ttber-hawk John McCain has been able
to claim th.it me lursje has ■uccaadad< and the
decline in violence would appareiilh justify ln>
claim However, the cessation ol Mdarian killings
has nothing to do with Increased ■ecuriiy
Itir centerpiece <>t the Hash administration's
claim ofaucceai in Iraq has been the .ip|K-.ir.itKv of
me Awaaemng Councils. Although they are ~eoncemed dtJsera gn up-- in Washington newspeak.
thi'. \\\.tk<niin;('<>imril".. m' actually Sunni resistance
fighters MOO are current)) heaping the U.S. light alQaida in return tor Amerk an caafa and Runs.
The Awakening (oundb are >till opposed to
the l s occupation, according t<» Iraq journalist I >,iln l.im.ul. but the) arc willing to take U.S.
::. Th'-Auaken
i
ipa also use then Interaction with American forces to gather intelligence on how the U.S.

mUitar) operates; intelligence they can use when
the) dedal I l S alliance ll D0 longer convenient. Or, the) could decide this when the money
-tops flowing Ironically, sonic councils have been
infiltrated bj al-Qaeda, which ii undoubtedly recervfn
i oerfca i monej and guns
Rather than ameliorate tensions between Shines .uul Sunnis, the surge has only succeeded in
MU i arming both sides. When the U.S. began
recruiting the overwhelmingly Sunni Awakening

Councils, Ir.i<|s Shtite Prime Minister Nouri alM.iliki announced he would never allow the coun; iment
In February, the local Awakening group in the
Diyala province i loced its offices and threatened
the resistance it the local police chief,
8 Shiite. did not resign. The group accused the
poUce chiei ot allowing Shiite militia* to murder
Sunni civilians In e.uh March the group announced (hat their demand had been met. and
the) i.-turned to work. A CIA analyst summed it
up when be told Leila ladel of McClatchy Newslanger here that we are going to have iiined all three sides: the Kurds in the
north
now the Sunni militias."
Mr. Bush likes ic, brag about how Baghdad

coming more peaceful.
What he does not uinition is
UuitthisUUvaiiM'theeitN haslxxiime
completely segregated. The population has gone
from 65 percent Sufni to at least 73 |* rcent Shiiie
While 50 pareanl Ol Baghdad neighborhoods wen
■ nice ethnically mixed, this typed neightn>rho<Klha.s
dis^ippeared as either Shiilrs or Sunnis wei'e driven
out. According to journalist pepa EaCObar, ' Sunru
and Shiite residents alike confirm awlailail vi laBtM
has died down Kraus.' there are virtualh no more
neighborhoods to be ethnicalh cleansed." The U.S.
lias created desolation and called it peace
while politicians. Democrat and Republican,
have blasted Mi. Boafa loi Ins tailed policy," the
reaht\ HI that divide and conquer in Iraq is not an
accident. In fall 2004. alter the battle oi I allujah.
the U.S. military was terrified that the Mintr and
Sunni resistance groups could join forces. Lt.tien.
Ricardo S. Sanchez, former commander of the < n
cupation forces, told the Sew York Times, lb,
danger is we betters there is a linkage that may
be occurring at the very lowest levels between the
Sunni and the shia ,We have to work ven bard to
ensure that it remains at the tactical level."
The sectarian divide in Iraq is not a failure ot
U.S. strategy — it is a part of the plan. Congress, and
a large swath of American capitalists, are unlupD)
with Mr. Bush. Not over violence, but over tin failure to secure the war's real objective: Iraq's oil.
Currently, the I'.S. is making another attempt
to pass a bill through the Iraqi parliament that
would open Iraq's oil fields toU.S.ofl companies
Chevron and other corporations are already in
negotiations with the Iraqi government to secure
long-term rights to drill in Iraq, according to the
San Francisco Chronicle. This is why. in spite of
incredible failure, the U.S. remains m Iraq
The 4,000th American casualty and the
climbing Iraqi death toll, estimated h> some lo
be greater than one million people, ahould be e
reminder of the lengths the U.S. government wQI
go to secure the interests ol American corporations Sadly, as evidenced b\ l>oth Democratic
presidential nominees declining to promise full
withdrawal by 2013, and McCain's lunatic resolve
to stay for 100 years, they are willing to go much
further. The question is whelhei we H ill let them.
Paul l*ryse is a student at I 'nivirsitu QJ WU

two

mutua

YOUNGBERG,

friends date it's awkward
When they break up it's like
you're standing naked in

staff writer

public: uncomfortable for

everyone involved.
I vc been in the middle
of mutual-friend lelationslnps more times than
I'd like to count, and there's no trouble-free way
around it. ffcmrwr. to ease the pain of the ill-fated mutual-friend breakup, I have come up with
a master plan that makes the uneasy situation
■light)) easier, IVe adopted the "what have you
done loi me later/1 mentality.
Prom what I \eU-en able to tell, when mutual
friendl break up they immediately become like
politiciana on the campaign trail, fighting vigorous)) to win ow 1 -the appreciation of their friends
And since th.-vve made Ix-ing around them slight
l\ 111 ic« HI ilui table lot the duration of their dating.
I think It's onl\ fair to make them work a little to
win their friends hack
1 ins method is fool-proof, with only the lollowinge\ceptioiis:ifoneofthe individuals in the
relationship is related to you by blood; your best
friend 01 Wing man; if voii've had interest in the

or U the girl/guy
is extremely attractive and, well, you couldn't
nist stop being friends with them because that
wouldn't Ik1 verj nice.
With the exceptions aside. I continue. Why
should we, thi" Innocent bystanders, have to pick
sides? II Is those who ba\e dated who should be
the ones winning over their friends - they're the
ones whO Heed Us
When m> roommate and his girlfriend of two
and halt MM IN went on a break." I didn't know which
hoosc It was as it ni\ parents divorced and
I had to choose whose house to sleep at.
It wasn't untflthegU made me a plate of sugar
cookieswith icing that I was able to pick sides.
Loyalty's overrated; tangible things are what

rcalK count
So I niav U' materialistic, hut we all are. Who
doesn't like a plale ot cookies'A pair of courtside
tickets 1,1 .1 basketball game or some gas put in
then tank?
Dating is like war. The mutual friends are the
Innocent civilians who get dragged into the mess.
and when the war ends it is the duty of the couple
that made us suiter to win us back, not the other
wa) around.
SCUM

Vount/bert) (l a sunhonwre SMAD

One of the most awkward
parts of going through a breakup with someone is the (livid
ing ami returning of l>orrowed
wniw writer
goods. There's returning mixed
CDs. a sweatshirt borrowed on a
■ o»i night <
indom movie taken without per*
n Hut now that things are over and done
■vith it's Hm" to swap back those objects you've

SARAH
DELIA,

had furs© long that you forgot they weren't technically yours.
TheproNem is that not everything fits neatlv
inside a cardboard lxi\ th.it you can walk over to
someone's apartment. Mutual friends win > are accumulated throughout the relationship become can
allies ol breakups and returning them inside a U>\
filled with teddy bears and love letters isn't easy.
The words "it's over" ate like the start ing gun
at a track meet that signals friends of the dnmped
individual to start running to pick a side
and
sprinting for the hills is not an option Rtalefti
cally when a couple breaks up. tbe> not onl) end
their relationship with one person, but end up
dunning a whole group of people.
I'm not quite sure what the rules are for the male
gender, but speaking the native tongue of girt, I can
say that the quickest way to lose a friendship is to
befriend a friend's ex. No matter how ainicabK the
relationship ends, once it sover, M> is \tnir friendship
with the person who did your friend wrong.
There's no reason why in college win re w< re
all technically adults that friendships can t re
mam after two people part ways - after all. it s
not like your platonic chemist r\ foiled It s been
my personal experience thai this routine is an issue of loyalty tu one s female friend.
When the breakup is official, the guv becomes
a little less intelligent, a little more insensitive to
your friend's feelings and significantU less cute
than he looked through those rose-colored love
goggles. And if you're still friendly with him. this
puts Mm in the category of a traitoi
That being said, as a friend you've got a job to
do. It's time to make your friend feel better about
the situation whether she was the dumped' or
the "dumpee" and in order to do that, your friendship cannot coe\is| alongside youi tnendslup
with her ex. As childish as this cycle of breaking

ties uith a friend's ex ma) seem, |ust think Vou
never know when you may IM- the dumped and
need a friend to tell you how stupid, insensitive
and unattractive your a is
Sarah Delia is on ijujlt^h and art Msrory
major.

cousin-Madison in Madison. rVb.

COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

$5 OFF

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
(with JAC card)
Bring in thtt coupon and g*t $5 00 o« your n*rt oil chang* at you norwt participating Jiffy Lube
Come in every 3,000 mile* for a Jiffy Lbe Signature Service* Oil Change
'This coupon is only redeemable at the Jiffy lube at 1870 Eaet market St Hameonburg. VA

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
• No Appointment necessary
■ Free lop oft on your way home"
- National database keeps a
history ot your Jiffy Lube services

$32.99
- $5.00
$27.99 (with JAC card)
hoi valM Mth otter ottmn Jrffy lubs SWUIIM* s*rvk*&
••• r*grtl*>*d trademarks o' Jif»y Lubs International. Inc
I M04 All R>flMs ••served

1870 East Market Street
across form Valley Mall

Harrisonburg, VA 22801

PENNZOIL

(540) 433-8599

Congrats to...

Maggie jNToctor ^-J]P
JVtlC Smith
Petah Dwyer
For Designing the Sickest: Ads this
Campus has ever seen!
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Tennis gets speared
Men's and women's teams
lose to Lancers on Saturday
BY ERIK LANDERS
i on In biting wnlei
Saturday proved to be a tough day for JMU
lennis as the men's and women's teams both

fell to Longwood.
The men's team had a four-match win
streak snapped as the Dukes lost 4-3, moving
them to 8-8 on the season. JMU got off to a
quick start winning all three doubles matches
(8-2.8-2.9-8) but could not hold on in singles
competition. While JMU lost four of six singles
matches. JMU freshman Jared Robinson and
senior Carlin Campell won their matches 6-3,

6-7.1-0, and 7-6,1-6.6-3. rcepcctlvcr*,
JMU senior Jesu tarr (above) won his doubles match wild sophomore
Mike Smith on Saturday, improving their record to 7-3 in the spring

The women's team dropped its third match
in a row, losing 5-2. Women's OOtdl Maria
Malerba knew going into the match that winning the doubles point would be crucial to a

successful afternoon, and she tried new doublcscombinations against Ixmgwood.
"Our No. 1 doubles had not been playing
well together as a combination." Malerba said.
"So we decided to try a combination of our No.
land No. 2 doubles to see if we could get better
chemistry and I think it helped. Although we
played better, (Longwood 1 just played better
than us."
The women dropped
two of the three dooMsa
matches, winning the first
8-6 but losing 'he second
and third matchups 8-2
arulH-3.
Winning the doubles
point
gave Longwood
momentum going into
singles competition, and
the lancers won four of
six singles matches.
"When you lose that crucial doubles point
SMTtlMIS,pt9t8
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JMU heshmon Kristin Nimiti won the No 2 singles match Saturday,
beating longwood Ireshmon Zsoha Jakob 6-4. 6-3

Exhibition game
at L.A. Coliseum
proves historic
World record set Saturday for
attendance at a baseball game
BY BILL SHA1KIN
los Angeles Times
LOS ANGELES — They closed left held
Not officially, of course. But, for all the giddy
delight ,ni(l choreographed ceremony in the Los
Angeles Dodgers' return to their ancestral home
on Saturday, the left fielders themselves demonstrated the oddity of baseball in Los Angeles
Memorial Coliseum
In \ -Killing their position
in favoroldeployments most commonly seen in
slow pitch softball.
In more of a civic festival than a sporting
event the Dodgem attracted what they announced a-, a world record for a baseball game
|O0
to .in exhibition game against the
\\ i u Id Series champion Boston Red Sox.
I don't know if it can get much cooler than
this," Dodgers catcher Russell Martin said
I "i the first generation of Los Angeles tans,
this was hoimroming. Pot those that followed,
tins was insiorvcouu-to hie. of the thousands of
memories crested, the final score will be the one
that fades the quickest.
lor the i.'cord. the Red Sox won, 7-4, powered D) a l hive-run home run from catcher Kevin t ish and .1 two-run shot from first baseman
Kevin Voukilis. For the Dodgers, James Loney
bomered over the ho-toot screen in left field.
ami Blake DeWitl homered too.
When the Dodgers set up temporary shop in
the Coliseum (mm 1958-61. ■ track surrounded
the football field, MI left field ran a cozy 250 feet.
The hack is pone now, and on Saturday left field
ran a lillipntian 201 feet.
In the little League World Series, left field
runs 22S i«> i
Martin danced at the Coliseum alignment
and teased his slap-hitting teammate.
This might be the only place Juan Pierre
could go Opposite-field home run," Martin
s.l id
Before the game, left fielder Andre Klhier
Joked about playing free safetv
ruie." Manager Joe Torre said. "Make sure
you haves beacon out there."'
When the game started, Kthier took center
field, with center fielder Andruw Jones moving
In-hind second base to form .1 five-man infield.
And not just for show: Jones covered second
base when Martin threw out Jscoby Ellsbury
tryini to steal - that's 2-8 in voorscorebook.
m DODGERS, peg* 8

W mum Ms1assH|Ba
JMU senior midfielder Julie Slone erode* Stonford junior midfielder Jamie Neibitt in Modison'i 109 win Saturday. Stone scored five of JMU's goals including the gome winner just before time ran out

'Cornerstone' of JMU offense
Stone beats buzzer for fifth goal
in 10-9 win against the Cardinal

onds left, James M idison ran a set play that gave
the senior midfielder a chance to end the game
in regulation. Stone scored her fifth goal as time
expired, giving Madison a 10-9 win.
"Today the attack did a much better job try
ing to control the tempo of the game." Stone said

and called a timeout to diagram a set pla\ tor
Stone, who scored fourot IMI' B first urn
The play took longer than expected to develop,
but BM picked up the hall and fired just in tune.
"They didn't get scared at the end of the
game.' Klaesltawcomlie said "We lost against

BYMATTHtWMCGOVtRN
(mistont sports editor

"In the past we've been turning the ball over, and
I think we improved on that aspect."
After losing two straight to No. 2 Princeton
and No. 4 Virginia. JMU was searching for its
first win against a ranked opponent this season

Yale and Dartmouth in the lame situation where
we didn t create a shot, and thev real.) showed

The momentum was squarely in Stanford's
favor near the end of the game Saturday, but
JMU women's lacros.se coach Shelles KlaesBawcombe called Julie Stone's number to rectify
things.
After the Cardinal tied the game with 34 see

Beijing Olympics in danger
European leaders bring up
a boycott for 2008 games
BYJIMHAGE
Hie Washington Post
"If not now. when' If not us. who?"
Those ringing, words, generally attributed to Robert 1- Kennedy,, are today applicable to the growing momentum for a
hoycoil ot tin' Beijing Olympics.
In the past week, huropean leaders have
talked openK about a boycott in res|xmse

to China I repressive actions this month in
Tibet Political leaders in trance, Australia NorwS) and Oermsn) have suggested
skipping the o|K'ning crrenionies; Eastern
i uropean leaders from the Czech Republic,
Poland and Kstonia already have said they
won t attend

B< canse ot China i complicity with the
genocide In Dartur, talk <>i a boycott) ted
most prominent^ l>\ Mia farrow, had alnntd) been an uuhapp> Olympic under
Current Even earlier rumblings of international unease can be traced lo China's
lepiession ot the r'alun Gong.

The Olympics, oi course,

IN

( bins i

stage from which to project world leadership, culture and a successful way of life.
S|>ort. it is argued, is a mere tool in that
process
While no Olympics is ever solely about
athletics - the mere mention of the Berlin,
Mexico City and Munich quadrennials conjures indelible political imagery - idealism
and international competition remain the
core of any Games. A boycott, in whatever
form, diminishes and tarnishes that goal.
Certainly that was the aim and result o(
President Carter's boycott of the Moscow
Games in IUHO. But as Paul Simon said no
nation can outrun the history train: Rcichs
fall, cultures adapt and poor economic
models collapse, largely irrespective of protests and boycotts.
Ken.ildo Nehemiah, the gold medal favorite in the hurdles prior to the Moscow
'..lines, knows well the nullity achieved l>\ a
boycott "Nothing was accomplished In oui
boycott in 19H0," Nehemiah said. "It was
very disheartening, using sport as a way
to achieve political ends. ... It was difficult
for me personally. I was 21 years old and
the best in the world, but I've never walked
into an Olympic stadium as an athlete, and
that's still hard. It took a lot of years before
1 could even talk about it."

When No. 10 Stanford knotted the game at 9-0.
JMU relinquished a had it held for almost tinentire second half.
Hut Madison (4-5) won the ensuing face-off

a lot of heart to be able to hud that opportunit)
and score."
Earlier in the game, JMlTi streak of five
straight losses to ranked teams looked like it
might continue
wLACROSSE, page 8

BASEBALL SWEEPS THE PRIDE

WSWH/frhmrte
JMU lophomou outfwldor AJci Folri mi 4-for-S win one III Sundoy ■ Jomei Modiun beat Holilm 7 5 The Dukrn ol» won
pom* Friday and Soluriiy oomntr HM Priot. imormmo, nStir word to 197 ovtroll, 12-3 in Die Colonial Miltnr inoriotion
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LACROSSE: Dukes are 4-0 at home TENNIS: Men's streak snapped
UCROSSl, from page 7

minute into the second half on an
assist from Fuchs. and the Dukes
retahHahed 1 lead the> would hold
on to until Stanford s tying goal in
ihe laat minute.
The last goal JMU scored before the paina-wuinef came with
12:44 left, giving Madison a 9-4
lead. But Stanford responded with
five unanswered in the game's fl
nal 10 minutes, before Stone s hr
roics ensured Madison wouldn't
lose its third straight game.
Her shot reversed a trend this
season; the Dukes have lost three
games by two points or less.
It s l>een a humpy road, this
whole entire season." Fuchs said.
riusis.i)>(MKlwmforus,especiall> going into our conference play."
While Klaes-Bawcombe empha-

Stanford
note
■ttadw
Daphne Pattenon glided left, ml
back right and fired al tin- net,
scorins Stanford's aecoodfoal be
fore five minutea had run off tbt
clock, Pattetaoo u.is Stanford's
lending teoraf with three goals
and alaobad ooeol on)) iwoCardinal aadati
n Nemed fiffmllaai for the
No. io team in tin nation until a
pab "t JMU aeniore t<Kik control
■t the aane.
Aft IT the t. ardinal i<»<»k a 2-0
lead. StOM UK. senior attuckrr
Nataahi Pueha ■corad goals two
minutes apart to tie Hi, BUM,
and JMU went Into naUUme wltt.
the game tied at three. Stone

scored ha ■eooadgoal less than a

sized the importance of scheduling
tough opponents in non-conference
play to prepare her team for Colonial
Athletic Association competition.
she did not anticipate Stanford's
level of success this season.
"Stanford.
who
wasn't
ranked last year, all of a sudden
is a top 10 team." Klaes-Bawcombe said. "This was a game
going into this year that wasn't
supposed to be one of those top
10' challenges."
But JMU stepped up and improved its home record to 4-0.
as the Dukes prepare for seven
conference games leading into
the CAA tournament. The first of
those is Friday against William
& Mary at home, Madison's next
game.

TENNIS, from poqe /
right away it kind of get' into
v-Mir head a little bit when you

get into the singles," Malerba
said.
Freshman Kristin Nimitz
was a bright spot for JMU.
winning her singles match 64,6-3. She was also part of the
doubles team that won Madison's only doubles point, as
she and sophomore Rebecca

UNC is back in Final Four
■YJOEGERGEN
H«wlday

DODGERS: Exhibition game a hit
DODGIIS. Iiom paje 1

in the peristyle end, standing behind a temporary fence that sepai.itnl right field from the rest of
the grass.
The Dodgers posed for pictures on the stajfs Rafer Johnson
ascended to light the Olympic
torch in 1084. (hen dressed in the
USCfootball linker room
"It's neat." Kemp said. This is
history, knowing that O.J. Simpson .1,1,1 Raffia Mush and all those
gms Hare here. It's cool to see
this place.

Hi.- Rai Sen played tii™ outridden in left-center, right-centrr
•ltd right So. when Rend Coital
hit ;i HI nimclcr p.iM thinl luso. Boston shortstop Julio Lugo <h.is«l
the ball ■ fat dam reel into the
corner and held Furcal to a sinUter, when MM Ki-mponenopped the left-held will. Borton
shortatrjp Alex Con retrieved the
kill and held Kemp to a single.
There were fans everywhere
in eetoal scats, on cement riaba

\
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"There are so many things
that happened here. The Coliseum means a lot to the city of Los
Angeles."
So do the Dodgers, given the enthusiasm that greeted a game that
1011ni.1l for nothing, except a glorious start to the team's summer celebration of 50 years in Los Angeles.
"It's bringing the spirit of
the Dodgers alive again." owner
Frank Mct'oort said. This is the
awakening of a sleeping giant.
This is Dodgertown."

against 1-ongwood and other
non -conference opponents
has prepared JMU well for the
Round Robin.
"I think with some new
combinations having their
first match, playing with their
new partner, and playing
again on Tuesday, those newcombinations will be able to
gel better by next weekend,"
Malerba said.

Krickson took that match 8-6.
The women's team plays
next at Radford on Tuesday,
and this weekend will host the
CAA Round Robin along with
the men's team for the first
time in three years. The event
will determine seeding for the
Colonial Athletic Association
touiiument. which begins
April 17.
Malerba feels the match

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — One

year and four days after North
Carolina stumbled against a
Big East team one step short
of the Final Four, the topseeded Tar Heels would not
be denied Saturday night by
another Big East team in the
Klite Fight of the NCAA Tournament.
Three-time All-American
Tyler ilansbrough KOTOd
28 points and Carolina drew
away from Louisville in the
second half for an 83-73 victory and its 17th trip to the
Final Four.
The Tar Heels also were
seeded first in the 2007 tour-

nament but dissipated a large
lead in the second half of the
Fast Regional final against
Georgetown at the Meadowlands. In the friendlier confines of Bobcats Arena on Saturday night, they gave their
huge fan base a scare by allowing a 44-32 halfhme lead
to dissolve in a 59-59 tie. But
Hansbrough scored the next
five points on a layup, a perimeter jump shot and one of
two free throws, and Carolina
(36-2) never was headed.
The Tar Heels' 17th trip
to the Final Four ties a record
set earlier in the day by UCLA.
For Roy Williams, it will be
his sixth appearance as a head
coach, including four with
Kansas, and the first since he

won the 2005 title with Carolina.
The Tar Heels shot a remarkable 53.4 percent against
one of the nation's top defenses. The third-seeded Cardinals
(37-9) had limited their first
35 opponents to 38.3 percent
shooting, the sixth-lowest figure in the country.
Jerry Smith led buns
ville. which shot 52.7 percent
but committed 19 turnovers
and was outrebounded 33-27.
Padgett had a team-high six
assists but scored only one
basket and was occasionallyoverwhelmed by Carolina's
high livers. The Cardinals also
shot only 9-for-i6 from the
free-throw line, compared with
i8-for-2i for the Tar Heels.

Bourbon St.
On Main
Thursday - Saturday
Serving Food
^»L
Until 4 a.m.

ettwrs

•>!A I

Wednesday is JMU night
with Dj Maikcll
1988 Sovih Main Slrccl Harriionburi, VA
Authentic Louisiana Slylc Southern Cooking
■

'

540-442-7166

who will it be
CHARLOTTESVILLE • HARRISONBURQ

YOUR SOURCE FOR TEAM SPORTS!

this year?

SPORTS APPAREL • SPORTS EQUIPMENT • CUSTOM EMBROIDERY
SCREEN PRINTING • FOOTWEAR • SWIMWEAR • BASEBALL • BASKETBALL
SOCCER • SOFTBALL • TEAM UNIFORMS • TENNIS • ANT LEVEL OF PLAY

;JL»VJ

/u!EEI3E

Regularly priced merchandise year-round!
r

.1*911 STUDENTS

20%
OFF
ANY SINGLE ITEM

j

n

Regular priced items only

I

DOWNTOWN

A

600-H University Boulevard, Harrlsonburg, Virginia • 540-438-1460 J

CAfa J>U*m. J)a# - c/lptil 2nd

Around!
(Aj\.,

<Wctlk, tid*you.1 6ikm., tak* th*. Au.s.

all together one

ot catyooo/ to camxtu.1.

<$9t2>

JL°t& €r /O cuid £-«# "HI A« pcLttlcULj

a community gathering

teletKer/^ot ca.'cpoolin.a on./u.
Cfflt*)

</**• food, •cxtfflm. UcAmtS and t-±hl*±±
fa* f>a*.tic£f>anti.

fiootnA at

/Jn^l/cAem, Watttn (fatio, ^AoivX.t
and /no*.m/
Sponsored by the Clean Energy Coalition In partnership wHti tne
Horrlsonbuig Department or Public Transportation. Jmugreenteam.com.

Tuesday, April 8 • 12 noon
All Together One Circle
K.nii Location: Grafton .Wall Theatre

www.alltogetherone.oi*g
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Ensemble's season
ends right on pointe
Performance showcased yearlong
efforts by students and faculty
IY RACHAEL MCDANIEL
contributing writer
The dance ensemble took

the

stage Thursday

through Saturday night with gorgeous costumes, excellent lighting and professional dance moves.
A guest artist. Todd Rosen lieb. choreographed the
first piece. "Brazilian Nights." It was performed to Astrid Gilberto, a fun and fast-paced piece of music. The
dancers' brightly colored dresses of pink and yellow,
HMilbrlMBMlOUWK,
a»rfc«n|ulilin»«

lent itself to this fun atmosphere. The piece had sev-

foch of the II wpho
morn partinpoting in

"I think it trasven artistic and well done," said Alan
Sch.u liter, a sophomore Technical and Scientific Communications major.
The second piece, "Within Reach WM choreographed!))'one of the student choreographers, Meghan
Italian! It was performed to the music Rcpor. Feelings
for Something Lost and Mabon. It was a more serious piece with natural-colored costumes to match the
theme. It was a modern style piece showing a great
range of techniques. The moves showed off the dancer's
flexibility through tumbling and lifts
Student artist. Xilda l>ecker. choreographed the
third piece, "Lure.' It was a duct performed to the mutk . I'asimir F.ffect. It was a powerful piece of music with
modern dance techniques to match. The two dancers
worked well together and complimented each other's
talents.
"The acts are very profound, and (he) [Mpin lensiuu
and emotion that you wouldn't get out of a dance performance." said Miles Keller, a sophonioie history major.
Thompson choreographed the fourth and final piece
before intermission, "Moon Blooms." It was performed
to the music, Nocturne for Piano No. 7 with excerpts
from The Conet Project—Recordings of Shortwave
Numbers Stations. The dancers huddled together and
then displayed a variety of modern moves while on
pointe. The piece showed the dancers' talented footwork.
Sarah Birgfeld. another student artist, choreographed the fifth piece of the night. "Life Looks On ..."
It was performed to the music Desert Rain. The cur
tain opened with lit streamers. The dancers' brown
costumes contrasted with the streamers making the
streamers pop.
The next piece was titled "Rubiks" and was choreographed by student artist Jennifer R. Potosnak. It was
performed to the music. Ramalama (Bang Bang). The
music was robotic with dynamic movements.
The second to last piece of the evening. "Identities. Choreographed by Jillian Boelte was performed
at the American College Dance Festival The well eho
reographed piece used modern movements which the
music complemented. Excellent
lighting made the dancers' blackcolored costumes and movements
show up well on the stage.
Suzanne Miller-Corso. a faculty artist, choreographed the final piece of the night. The Hunt."
It was performed to the music Jet
Sounds.

eral movements each bringing something unique to the
stage

Piciur.lIIIMU hod three
photos on display in the
Prilm Gallery in festival
Ihe pfioKn feolutethe
(ampus students ond
venous other things that
depntlMU

by Danielle Gorringlo 1

Picturing JMU
The Prism Gallery displays sophomores' photography of what JMU means to them
BY COLLEEN MAHONEY
contributing writer

Students may have nolic«i the slide show of picturcsth.it has
been running on the Current Students page of the JMU Web site,
but are not aware of who takes these photographs or why they
are there.
PicturernjMU is an organization where we take pictures of
JMU and Harrisonhurg and share our experiences." said Alex
Concilus, a sophomore SMAI> major from Yorktown, Va.
The PicturelTIJMU project celebrated its opening display on
Wednesday in the Prism Gallery located on the lower level of The
Festival Conference and Student Center.
The 18 students involved in the organization are diverse m
both their interests and their photography skills Frank Doherty.

the Director of Institutional Research and the man who runs the
project, said he heard of the idea eight years ago at a conference.
He decided to begin the program with incoming freshmen two
years ago when he was able to obtain an innovation grant from
the Division of Student Affairs and Universify Planning.
"Virtually all the data
collect about students are
quantitative, but there is
a lot that those numbers
can't tell us," Doherty
said. "One of the reasons
fortrtisprojectistole.il n
see PICTUH pote 10

Band holds on to youthful touch
in newest album, 'Get Awkward'
Be Your Own Pet releases
second album, focuses on silly
topics and catchy lyrics
BY ALU ALLENCHEY
eontntorme, writer
Be Your Own Pet has always been about

having fun and doing what vou want; an atli
tude that doesn't change on their newest album
Get Awkward. The band, a collection of ragtag, early twenty-somethings, knows how to
rock a party.
Captained by fetching lead-singer, .lemma
Pearl, the band's garage-punk sound first broke
onto the scene with their
sell titled debut album
in 2006. With its loud.
catchy hooks and silly
Released March iH
songs - "Bicycle Bicycle
15 tongs
You Are My Bicycle" —
Second album by band
and scandalous - "I am a
wrildcat/You are a worm/
We are chasing each other and taking turns" - the
album quickly garnered much praise from critics
and became one of the year's more entertaining
listens
Now a couple years older, Be Your Own Pet
thankfully hasn't lost any ol its youthful enthusiasm. On Cef Awkward they're still full of that
teenage angst and apathy, letting it out with
amusing songs and some killer electric guitar.
Most of the issues are your stereotypical teen
age fare: flirtatious glances, the boredoms of smalltown life, broken hearts and so forth. But that's not
to say the songs are uninventive. In fact, one of

'Get Awkward'
***

Be Your Own Pet's greatest strengths is its ability
to put its own unique spin on common, everyday
themes. Take the song "Becky," with most hands
it'd just lie a typical song about high school drama,
but Be Your Own Pet manages to sing about kmte
fights. The smirks don't stop either thanks to "The
Kclley Affair," a homage to the mcAic "Beyond the
Valley of the Dolls." or "Food Fight" - there's even
a song called "Zombie C.raveynrd Party."
The band's sharp guitar play, along with
Pearl's rough yet splendid vocals only enhances
its fast and loud approach to music. The songs on
Get Awkwartl are more polished and detailed, removing some of the grittiness and abrasiveness ol
its previous work.
Even after replacing the band's former drummer with John Fatherly, Be Your Own Pel, consisting of .lemma Pearl (vocals). Nathan VtSQjWa
(bass) and Jonas Stein (guitar) manage to sound
as if thev ve known each other forever. The chein
istr\ ami collusiveness nl the band comes through
in good-spirited songs like "Bummer Time" and
during some hilarious introsand ends to songs.
Git Awkward, for all its fun. tool uythlftg
ama/ing or incredibly noteworthy. At times it
sounds repetitive and immature. But sophomore
albums are tricky to make, especially when you're
the same age as a sophomore in college.
In some ways the album mirrors the maturation of the band, learning their musical abili
ties and limitations. Even the title Get Awkward
seems to encourage embracing a personal acceptance of awkward stages, with the idea that the
result is finding out more about oneself.
However, the promise is there. This young
band has a lot to look forward to. and as .lemma
wails in the opening song "Super Soaked": "Next
year I'll be 21/l.ook out world euz1 want to have
fun." Take note world: you've been warned. Be
Your Own Pet is on the move.

'Superhero Movie' contributes to
downhill trend of pointless parodies
Spoof film fails to find humor, uses same tired, stupid jokes
BY JUSTIN THURMOND
ilolf writer
Although everyone has an opinion on what
is tunny and what is not, everyone loves to
laugh They sa\ it's the best medicine, whether
its slapstick comedy, dark comedy, dumb comedy or what "Superhero Movie" focuses on:
parod)

However, the parody comedy has been

DtateO to death by bad jokes and the same old
not soJunnv humor. Vet these subpar movies
just keep coming.
Do you remember the movie "Hot Shots?"
Does the movie "Airplane" ring a bell? Or maybe
it's "Naked (Jun" that you used to love as a kid.
These

movies

the parod)

epitomize

comedy. Re-

cently made parodies, "Su-

U

perhero Movie" included,
are horrible and forgetful
attempts at humor.
"Superhero Movie" is
a

S|HHI(

ol the first "Spi-

der-Man" movie. It begins
with

young

(plawd

by

Rick

Riker

Drake

Bell.

young Rick Riker has his hands full and must
rcinenilM'r, with great power comes responsibility.
The return to the parod\ style became popular in 2000 with the release
of "Scary Movie." This spout
ot Sri cam" iv.is well done
and had genuine humor.
Then in 2002 "Scan Movie
2" came out, but was not as
Reiewed March 28
good as the first. In BOOS
Man iii)t Drake
"Scary Movie j came out It
was different than the previous two. but still had some
good jokes. In 2006 both "Scary Movie 4" and
"Date Movie" were released. Neither was good, thus beginning the
downhill turn for parodies
ileli\ercd the awfnl monsliusiu
that was "Fpic Movie." Then in
2008 came "Meet the Spartans"
which I couldn't even bring myself
to watch. Now there is "Superhero
Movie" which is better than the
last few, but still not worth the ad
mission price.
The reason these movies are get99
ting worse is because the same people are making them. These people
come up with one funny joke and then make a
movie based on it. This is not conducive to good
humor. If there aren't enough jokes to fill an en
tire movie, then more time needs to lie HMOl writing it. They're getting redundant and downright
unwatchablc. "Superhero Movie"' takes a step in
the right direction, hut still doesn't quite return
to what made parodies funny.

...These people come
up with one funny
joke and then make
a movie based on it.

I hake & Josh") being bit
by some kind ot genetically enhanced dragonfly.
He then, of course, falls for the girl next door,
Jill Johnson (pl.i)ed In Sara Paxton,

Aquama-

rine"), and U'conics enemy number one of the
e\i! villain. Hourglass (played by Christopher
McDonald, "Happy Gilmore.")
learning how to juggle his new abilities with
his school life and the evil villain's master plan

to kill everyone in order to become immortal,

'Superhero
Movie'
***
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PICTURE: JMU through the lens
PICTURE, from page 9

about uh.ii it is tike to be an undergraduate at
JMU.B
The students are encouraged to take pictures of what JMU means to them. It helps the
faculty and staff members see through the eyes
of JMU students, while it also allows the participants to make and keep memories through
their photographs.
Tlie gallery displays three photographs from
each student along with a description about
ihemseUes and what they have learned from the
project The picture?, on display vary from roommates, to road trips, to the enormous amount of
steps leading up from Bridgeforth Stadium.
"I transferred from a small community college and the one thing that really hit me here
■I JMU was the people. Everyone was willing
to help me and the pictures really reflect the
feeling of the people." said Rodrick Rigden, a
sophomore industrial design major from Boyce,
Va., who attended the function to support his
friend's photographs
Trevor Wilhelms. a sophomore theater major
from Roanoke. Va.. found out about the PictureIT! JMU Project through an e-mail sent out the
nnnmer before his freshman year began.
"It mentioned how you could move in a day

'Stop' to reflect on soldiers' lives

early, which is what really caught my eye at
first." Wilhelms said. "Then I read the rest of
the e-mail and I'm glad I responded."
Wilhelms Htlieves that the project has made
him more willing to explore JMU.
"I have definitely gone to some new places
to shoot the pictures and I think Hook at things
a little differently now," Wilhelms said.
The PicturelT JMU students meet one-on-one
with staff in Institutional Research and in groups
once a semester and discuss the 10 photographs
they took that are most important to them.
At the end of the year, the students pick the
pictures that best represent their year at JMU
and receive a memory book containing the chosen pictures. They also receive a stipend for being involved.
"It has been an evolving process," said
Doherty. "We started with their freshman year
and students wanted to continue with it so now
we are going to be able to follow the same group
of students until they graduate."
Once these sophomores graduate, Doherty
plans to continue the project by starling again
with incoming freshman.
The pictures will be on display in the Prism
Gallery until May. The pictures can also be
viewed onjfnu.edu.

Do you'have what it takes to write for
The Breeze?
E-mail us at breezearts@gmail.com

Decidedly anti-war film strikes deep, but is a bit overdone
which nearly every character seems to suffer.
The trauma appears to be the true focus of the
film. The practice of stop-loss is merely a tool
WASHINGTON - Movies of all shapes and to initiate the plot. It is criticized but never
sizes are bound to explore an issue as contro- fully explored.
versial as the Iraq war. While many are going
Meaningful as it is, "Stop-Loss," at tinu-s.
to be mindless action flicks and gory stories of overdoes it. With the exception of King, every
war, some arc going to be profound trips into soldier, in addition to being emotionally and
the human psyche. "Stop-Loss" is of the latter physically scarred, appears dedicated to "killing
variety, a meaningful, albeit chaotic, image of hajji." All sport tattoos, and amble through the
the soldiers' tragedy and the country's moral script in a strange and barely linear pattern of
vortex.
self-destruction. Perhaps designed to be so, the
An unabashedly left-leaning, anti-war film. plot itself is of a similar nature: nonsensical and
"Stop-Loss" stars Ryan Phillippe as Staff Sgt. fractured. While the meaning and message are
Brandon King. King comes home to his small more than clear, the ultimate conclusion to the
Texas town after having served two terms in story seems hollow.
Afghanistan and Iraq and is accompanied
It is, however, more than possible that Direcby childhood friends and fellow servicemen tor Kimberly Peirce deliberately oversaw a plot
Tommy Burgess and Steve Shriver (played by- that looped back on itself and left an unsatisfying
Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Channing tatum, story. The story does, after all. take a backseat to
respectively). King is excited to get out of the the human tragedy it explores. The full extent of
Army and on with the rest of his life. However, what war can and has done to the soldiers who
his hopes are soon dashed when he finds him- fight it - physically and mentally - is explored
self subjected to stop-loss, a U.S. military policy with wonderful performances. None of the charthat forces soldiers to serve past their original acters appear to be fully in control of themselves
discharge date.
or their surroundings and are little more than
Angry, confused and completely fed up branches floating with a powerful current they
with war. King exemplifies one of the film's re- barely understand.
sounding themes when he tells his commandThe action of "Stop-Loss" is a brutal abstracing officer, "F"* the President." The confused tion. Used mostly to hammer in the horrific psyprotagonist finds himself on a physical and chology of war, it is far too gritty and much too
mental journey across the landscape of the short to be confused with a garden-variety war
United States and of his soul. While at times flick. Instead, it seems aimed at horrifying tingraphic and unnecessarily violent, the journey audience as much as possible so that they might
is a vivid and powerful exploration of the sol- empathize with the characters, visceral marks on
dier's dilemma, the heartache and turmoil of the skin and spirit that never fade and are never
war and post-traumatic stress disorder, from treated.
BY IKVAH KOCHIG
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kmpH^k
• Difficult Cases & Serond Opinions
• Danish)', Surgw)'. Cardiology.
Orlhopedic, Neurology & Cancer Treatment
• Drop Off Care & New Clients Welcome
• Boarding & Grooming

(540)433-VETS(8387)

Convenient to JMU
498 University Blvd
Across From Costco

The Dot Game
Brought to you by Peter Dwyer and the Breeze

If you feel too young to lose your hearing, you're not alone.
Did you know that almost 40% of hearing impaired Americans ate under the
age of 65rFrom rock Concerts to disco*, Baby Boomers have been expo 1
to mom noise than previous genera ions. Fortunately, Siemens has 4
the ultimate in hearing aid technology CENTRA: Packed with some ol the
best technology on the market, there's finally a hearing solution that will
-u grooving to every beat oi youi mush end youi life
So, if your hearing fades while you're young,
don't wait until you're old to do something about it.
Call today to see if CENTRA is right for youl

Score C;ard

Physician's Hearing Center
2062 ProPointe Lane
(540) 434-2255

Congrats to...

Maggie Nottor Up
JVEK Smith
PetaK Dwyer
...for Designing the Sickest Ads this
Campus has ever seen!
i
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[For Rental
II MMIK JTOtAOJ || s
rental all summer for tl(H> Call for
more details Aeon Mini si.trajiciSalli

574-J-M7
J BROKCXIM : s HAiii urns
HOUSE. Walk i,. ,.,Mi|ii-. \(
ft
D. QUKI rMfkborinod n i ilrlili
in June Year l.casc S*I~S montli

MADISON MANOR 2 & > spacious
Ivdioom units still available wtlh lireplace and balcony Pool, basketball
and lentils courts on grounds ('ontact
( nldvvcll H.uiket Commercial funk
hociscr RI.AI KIR (340)434-3130

lELESCOPfc
PKTIJRLS
Virginia
He*h VA Best SUMMHR JOB <>n
The BIACH Make SI0K*. Celebnly
M.iiu- (ireai Ian Apply & Leam More
" tH.ix,a*hph»»ii»s com Mousing Available'Come Join ITiehun'

MADISON TERRACE
Located art
Souih Main Slreel I nfumished I & 2
Hed
in- av.iil.ihU- Water. Sewer .s

SUMMER AD SALES and Marketing
Internship Job hull-time. Paid position
ValuaMc sales and mkig c\p for PlanIt HarriMHiburg. the hRhh planner for
MudcnK (.Kl \l kl Sl'ME BOOSTIK' | all Phil iS| ((-(.'*. K<«4. m, |0I
phil I vtinlcntinediagnvHip mm

hash iiKluded in renl Coma.:
well Banker Commerual I unkhouvei
REALTORS (340) 434-3130

rkrarBUt imii cdu ,.i i MOM NICE 11(11 SI UK Ml |i VI <-r
Soulh Mason Si Avail.ihtc Sqiu-mtst-r
1st for rent 12 month leas.- ( all IMOI

HOUSE K)R KhNI t Mroom. 2
lull bath house vv Inctd v.u.l pan
allowed vv jslvci diu-i divliwa.ha an
deck (340) 433-2271
NVS FEMALE ROOMMAT1 «IM
ED Spacious room vv nun onli-imc
and full Ivjlh Rent MM monlh pin.
waier'electric email hakcr?|l" |mn
edu or call IMIII SHI 1379(340)340
1370
MOVMQUVMG 'HI CAMFUS7
Go lo wchjnui cdu ocl livtini's htm.
JMl 'S OflkU -I''- 'Of ntt v.ini|>llhousing. i.HiiiuiiaUs and furniture
(ireal loi advertising -uhl,-t icm.ilv
NEW TOWNHOVII. KIR KIM
ONLY
7
I MRU
HI limit IMS
TOWNHOMI S I I I I Available lm
nished or unltinushed (All l()l)A^
(5401 4-K (Mill
I \Rt,i tisi HI DROOM M'VRI
MENT. QrM location. .IIIIIUM new
w ii DWmrkra M v..u.r. I
No pels. vvvvvv douwoodiiiiiimons
com.lMOlJ.Vl IV.M
LARGI; 2 BEDROOM
IOWN
HOUSE.l»ohioeliInimeainpiis,.ah
basement and « D, Vailahlc ■ I UK
or8/l7«j8. toSiimo imrdogriood
common* com wjlnul html l.S-Hli 4.1.1

130
GRADUATION WEEKEND
RENTAL""1
Masvanullen Reson
(massresoruoml Large 2 ItedoKim.
Sleeps ft. kitchen (heck ill I rul.iv
5 2 2008. 2-nijthl nunimmn S4(KH«i
.' night. SSOODO SMKIIKI for the
week) Multiple uiuls avadatik- .0111.1,1
ldress(« cos.net or 1703) 4SS I set'
SUBLEASE IN STONEOATE! Need
a room over (he summer' Hrm >oiu
own bathroom tool Room available
May Juls Rent is nccioli.ihlc (all l-.rin
(757| 81.1 004ft

i.KM I NIRfcl-.TAPAR.MI Ms
I Bedroom nuns located conveniently
close to Memorial Hall and the Quad
( oinavt Colduell Banker Commercial
I iMktWMT REALTORS
I-.4(11414 SISII

[For Sale]
1
most o| our l.dtm
lilU-s Wch pa^'c »w« bonkwormand
MIMTIISII com

(Help Wanted]
WRPAYrPTO$75pcr>ufvc> *<*«
OccPaldlbTUnkfoai
•BMtlt.NMNG1 MM\ I).,-, Pmenti.il
No l^pctn-rKf Ni-vi-NsjrN
I raining
.Vailiible (HOOWo5 6520XT2l2

U \MI|t

I IMP ( <H NSF.IORS

I ><v;ii>c lo ihc sShciwiidtuh NKHIII
i.iiriN at MM Yirpnu I imhcr Kufgf
< .imp h.iCud .ncriiijihl ump Nock
nig, tun. cncrgciK' stall, lo «i<rk with
i IIIWILVI for the summer Top salaries.
trascl allowdimr>. great people X(«>
25H-2267 m * tfOBfl mm lni.nl
Trcamps* attorn
M \IMIJt JOB Uvf and work on ilic
Outer B.tnks (Nags Head area) Now
hiring for all position* VIMI »»*
HUM'iih com tor more information and
Ml application'
I II Nil VKMS NhhDLD
\irgin...
Pool Scivin.^ ii mm liii-iiif! lifcguartb
at all lc*cK tor its mmmunit) and
IIRJ.H.I ,i...U m Prince William. Spot
sylvanu. Slaflord and Kappahanrnxk
MHiniir< Iraining available lull \
Pan time positions availaNew fleMt>|c
hcHin Call K66422 76W or 571/248
440(1. etna
.1 net. or go
Nlini .ap-m.lservice.scom for employment application and la\ forms (571)
24X440

I.IFM.l'ARD STAFF &
< ASHIFKS WANTED
WMm Swimming Pool in
Hanisonbcirg Competitive wages
Afternoon, evening & weekend hours
Applications accepted until positions
are filled (MOi 4*4 0M7 for
information Ask fi-r Brian
BABY SHIER Summer babysmer.
rails Church/McLean. 2 boyi 9 & 7.
M-Th ino Fn), math & reading tutoring, swimming, huseball. lacrosse, video
games Must have references and car
Call 7IM-205-OM7
ilOPER HOUR I-amily .mnedbusiness
liMtking for a hardw orking individual for
Spring & Summer outdoor work Musi
he able to lift ai least SOIbs Start Imme
diatel> (MO)433-1833
POSITIVE PLACE FOR KIDS Part
nine V>ulh Development Professionals
needed for the rest of the school year •
hours Ml 2 (K) 6 00pm. Summer Pro
gram help is also needed Would work
a shift in between 7am to 6pm Send
NMM I" miarter'" hgihr org
ATrEaNTION!
Massanullen
Resort
Kickoff Graduates Wclmme Summer
jobs also available tot continuing students 20 sales representatives needed
for the best job in the Shenandoah Valley' Show clients around our 5 star re
MWI and have fun! 45.000-50,000 + per
year Guaranteed training' Unbelievable
bcnclil*' See for yourself
Call Victor now 540-2KV-6418 or Buckles vKiorf-l yahoo.com

SUMMER JOBS We seek Christum
college students to be Camp Counselors
and Lifeguards for Kaleidoscope Camp
at Viilliamsburg Christian Retreat Center For more information check w * «
were info or contact Jenn Hill at 757M6 1296 or programs-S'wcrc info
BARTENDING (LASSES jiggersbar
lendingscrtool com summer fobs greai
money payment plans (540) 671 -1202
Male Summer Camp Counselors Wanted'Timber Ridge Camp is a coed, osrr
night camp in the Shenandoah Mtns of
Wesi Virginia We are seeking fun. energetic staff for the summer Competitive
pay, travel allowance Sc lots of fun'
800158 2267 or TRCAMPS-com

[ Wanted ]
APTS WANTED Attention Graduating
Seniors We need apts. to sublet during
the summer If your lease runs through
August please contact Bob Wease 43459|9(wc^)or4330092(home)

Looking for the perfect way to
congratulate .. graduate?
Want to capitalize on
thc> Graduation Wi'i-kciul
craziness?

A

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE'S
GRADUATION GUIDE
APRIL 24TH!

Services
TANDEM SKYDIVING! One Day I.rsi
Jumps from 13,500'! 22 jumper aircraft
Student Discounts!
Gill Certificates' www.skydivcorange
com (540) 943-6587 (540) 943-6587

c .ill now to reserve your space!
540.568.6127

CASUAL FRIDAY BOUTIQUE 197
Easi Lee Hwy (211 Eoll New Market
EVERYDAY in April 10* all clothing
forlMI1 teachers and staff with ID.
visit wwwmycasualfndaycom 540740-3700
NAGS HEAD 4 Month Sluclenl Summer Rentals. May-Aug. seahree/crealty
com 12521 255-632g

RnrVcNLAreir. '

IIAIIANO

Sptciali/ing in
• i'i//.i
• Subs
■> Seafood

Italian cuisine
• r.ist.i
• Poultry
• Wal

• Thursday JMU Specials Sight!'
I

s 11 DENT with business skills to work
in UVJI business upon graduation. 540820-9789
II MMLR SHTER June
August
(Mon-Fn), two boys 7 and II Fairfax'
Oak Hill. Non-smoker, competitive
compensation and reimburse for mileage to transport kids. Must have car.
Please call at (703) 862-4461 or (703)
391-7355.
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KTravel 3

Buy 1 Large Ri

Check out
wwwjhebreeze -org
for breaking news and

Get 1 Small I Topplrig
FREE!

online-exclusive
content.
< all 1^4014'1-21-W

located at the old I uliti s i.n Sooth llith »t

Today's Breeze is the f ina I one for the students
who have been part of the 2007-08 staff.
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ADVERTISING

Tim Chapman

Lindsey Andrews

Kelly Conniff

Peter Dwyer

Mary Frances Czarsty

Brittany Hanger

Evan Dyson

Gil Harrison

Adrienne Hayden

Lyndsey Hooper

Ashley Hopkins
Kaleigh Maher

Maggie Noctor

Matthew McGovern

Bryan Pope

Kelly Fisher

Erin Riley

Shelly Neel

Emily Sasek

Lauren Pack

Mike Smith

Aaron Stewart

Fareine Suarez

Megan Williams

Elisa Thompson

Anna Young

Ryan Waldron

Ariel Park
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CORRECTION

ou UlJM j

In the March 20 issue of The Breeze, the article "An
Education at JMU Proves Ageless" incorrectly stated
that Inez Roop was born in 1921. She was actually
born in 1913.
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Why HAUL

stuff home
f when you
could STORE
Self-Storage ft here?

wwwJMU.GoStowAway.com
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• IKS dm 5 MMH from dUXID
' FREE MMiitlc Credit Card BIHInf!
' CIIDMTE CONTrlOLlEO UNITS AVAILABLE
' Conveniently located on Early Rd. lost
vast the Harrtsonburg Auto Auction
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FM line el Packing a Moving SuofUas

Gated Access a VMeo Surveillance
raw* driveways. Clean t MM

Paul's Walk for ALS
M.H

5K Walk/Run
In Honor of
Paul Massey

■•

Saturday, April S, 2008
Festival Patio
Start time 11:00am (10:30check in)
Registration $10
For more information: www.paulswalk.com
Sponsored by
ALS Association
SOS Advertising
James McHone Antique
Jeweiry

GoLookOn.com
Joshua Wilton House
InnAReu
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2 4

2 6
7 4
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Rules: Fill in the grid so that each row, column,
and 3x3 block contains 1-9 exactly once.

Your place to rock the vote is thebreeze.org
Results of last week's online poll:

This issue's online poll:

What do you think of the decision to hire
Matt Brady as JMU's basketball coach?

Are you going to vote in
this year's SGA elections?

Ilr .ippears to be the perfect tit -21
He seems to be a good basketball coach- 25
He doesn't seem like the best option -11
He's deliuiteK better Inn Hie last hire - 21

Total votes: 78

Vote online at
thebreeze.org!
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